WELLBORE
CLEANOUT
TOOLS
Comprehensive Wellbore
Cleanout Solutions.

CHIMERA Wellbore Cleanout Tools
The CHIMERA portfolio of wellbore cleanout tools from
Wellbore Integrity Solutions (WIS) offers efficient solutions
for a wide range of applications. The value of a clean wellbore
is well recognized in our industry. The adoption and
use of wellbore cleanout tools has demonstrated significant
operational benefits along with reduced operational risks.
Comprehensive Cleanout Solutions
 Prevent Non-Productive Time (NPT) by avoiding costly equipment
failures associated with debris in the wellbore.
 Ensure successful advanced completions, production, and
test packer deployment by providing a clean casing and tubing
internal diameter.
 Improve milling efficiency by removing steel cuttings resulting from
sidetracking, well abandonment, or general milling operations.
 Deliver high-quality fluid displacement operations by providing a clean
wellbore when displacing drilling mud with a clean completion fluid.
 Minimize filtration, completion fluid, and chemical costs by eliminating
contaminants and residual debris in the wellbore.

Chose CHIMERA from WIS for all your
			
wellbore cleanout requirements.

Highly Productive Tools.
Time Saving Efficiencies.
With our cleanout tools, we deliver significant
operational benefits and reduce risks.

A Portfolio of Products for
Wellbore Cleanout Requirements
Casing Cleaning

Combo Efficiencies

The CHIMERA Uni-Blade* Scraper and the CHIMERA*
Brush are rugged, non-rotating solutions to ensure
thorough cleaning of casing and tubing internal diameters.
The modular design platform of these tools offer
component interchangeability and are easy to maintain.

The CHIMERA portfolio
offers numerous combination
efficiencies, where multiple
features are combined into a
single product. This enables trip
saving, reduces operational cost, and
improves the overall cleaning process.

The CHIMERA Uni-Blade Scraper is available in both
standard and heavy-duty configurations. A one-piece
scraper cage provides over 360-degree blade
coverage to ensure effective cleaning. An optional
integral string mill is also available for heavier
duty cleaning requirements.
The CHIMERA Brush incorporates integral
centralizers and is equipped with long-lasting,
stainless steel crimped wire brushes. The
brush configuration also ensures that over
360 degrees of coverage is provided.

The CHIMERA Cerberus* combination
tool includes a non-rotating, full coverage
scraper, brush, and magnet all in a single tool.
Hybrid Tools are also available offering selective
combinations of scrapers, brushes, and magnets to maximize
operational flexibility.
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Debris Management
The Debris Management portfolio includes a range of magnets, filters,
and catchers suited to a wide range of applications. The magnets used
are “rare earth” type that provide a high carrying load and a strong
resistance to demagnetization. These magnets are also suitable for high
temperature operations.
The CHIMERA NR-MAG* is a non-rotating solution that incorporates
a ribbed magnet sleeve. The CHIMERA NR-MAG shares the same,
modular design platform as the CHIMERA Uni-Blade Scraper and the
CHIMERA Brush for fleet management efficiency.

For completion deployment, the CHIMERA Eco-Max*
provides a comprehensive solution to reduce operational
risk. Comprising of a brush, scraper, and magnet, it is
designed to be assembled and ran as an integral part of
the completion. The metallurgy and connection type is
selected to be compatible with the completion string.
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Wellhead and Riser Cleaning
The CHIMERA Riser Cleaning Tool simultaneously
brushes and collects debris that resides in the Riser. It is
designed to pass through wellhead ID restrictions and is
equipped with full coverage brushes to maximize cleaning
efficiency. An integral junk basket ensures that debris removal
is captured and retained.

The CHIMERA Uni-Mag* offers eight rows of magnets installed on
an integral mandrel for high debris load-carrying operations.
The CHIMERA Heli-Mag* offers the highest debris load
carrying capacity, with over 16 rows of magnets. A unique helical
configuration results in a greater magnetic surface area.
Both the CHIMERA Uni-Mag and the CHIMERA Heli-Mag
include integral centralizers as a standard feature to the tools.

The CHIMERA Mag-Jet* combines both a magnet
configuration and a radial jetting action into a single tool.
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The CHIMERA Heli-Mag and the CHIMERA Uni-Mag are ideal for
steel cutting debris management in milling applications such as sidetracking
with the TrackMaster Select System or section milling with the
ProMILL and ProMILL Duo Systems.
The CHIMERA Well Praetorian* filter tool is a heavy-duty wellbore filter that
is typically used in combination with brush and scraper tools. Wellbore fluid is
diverted through the CHIMERA Well Praetorian filter screen, capturing well
debris in the debris chamber. The CHIMERA Well Praetorian can be fitted with a
wiper cup or brush to aid in the cleaning process.

CHIMERA Well Praetorian

To effectively clean around the BOP and wellhead, the
CHIMERA BOP Jetting Sub is utilized. The CHIMERA
BOP Jetting Sub includes replaceable nozzles and is
activated by dropping a dart that lands on a shear sleeve
exposing the nozzles when required. The shear loads
can be adjusted by shear pin selection and the dart is
retrievable to re-establish bore flow as required.
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Circulation and Jetting
A selection of flow bypass and circulation subs are available as accessories to
complete wellbore cleanout operations. Multiple sizes and configuration options
can be provided. Contact your local WIS representative for more details.

Comprehensive
Wellbore Cleanout
Solutions.

CHIMERA
Wellbore Cleanout Tools

For more wellbore cleanout information,
contact your local WIS representative:
wellboreintegrity.com/intervention
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